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T
he financial crisis that overran much of Asia in

the late 1990s prompted most of the affected

countries – joined later by India – to make

improved corporate governance a priority. Nearly all

of them now require listed companies to have inde-

pendent directors and audit committees. Agreement is

growing, at least in principle, on what good gover-

nance entails, and most countries in the region have

adopted explicit governance codes. Securities laws

and the listing requirements of stock exchanges have

been strengthened, regulatory authorities have

enhanced powers, and the media is more inquisitive.

Yet progress is uneven. Across Asia, too many

companies remain unconvinced of the value of good

governance. Moreover, the institutions needed to

ensure good governance – judicial systems, capital

markets, long-term institutional investors that can

push for better governance, continue to be underde-

veloped in most of the region. Laws and regulations

are not enforced rigorously.

New Corporate Governance Laws and Codes

are important because they set the stage for

change. But given the vast differences in own-

ership structures, business practices and

enforcement capabilities, merely adopting

new requirements enmasse from North

America or Western Europe would be a mis-

take. Nonetheless, the temptation to do so –

promoted partly by investors, foreign-aid

donors and international organizations –

afflicts the Asian region as a whole.

Is Best Practice Best for the region?
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The starting point for reform in Asia is
very different from the starting point in
Europe or North America. Asian govern-
ments, corporate leaders, investors and
regulators realize that Corporate
Governance practices won’t change
overnight, so patience is needed. Getting
companies to comply with new rules is a
daunting prospect requiring greater
transparency and better enforcement,
not to mention a cultural upheaval in
boardrooms.

Trraannssppaarreennccyy--
Biggest challenge of Corporate Governance in Asian countries 
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International generally accepted accounting principles. 
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Consider the question of requiring CEOs or CFOs

to certify the financial reports of their companies. In

much of Asia, directors and officers are already liable

for fraudulent financial reporting, yet some of these

countries are thinking about replicating the certifica-

tion requirements under the US Sarbanes – Oxley Act.

In addition to being redundant, they would be hard to

enforce, since under Sarbanes-Oxley standards, they

would require proof that a CEO or CFO had ‘wilfully’

violated them or knew that a financial statement was

false. Such a subjective yardstick would be difficult to

establish.

The requirements that boards include a majority of

directors, who are truly independent may also be unre-

alistic: it is essential to have some, but a majority often

might not be feasible. The pool of qualified indepen-

dents directors is small in many Asian countries. In

those where non-competition and confidentiality pro-

visions in contracts are difficult to enforce, companies

may be reluctant to give any outside director too much

insight into their performance or strategy for fear that

this will be used against them. And for the many Asian

corporations that have a single majority owner, such a

requirement might be unfair; even the NYSE and

Nasdaq don’t have one (though both require these com-

panies to have wholly independent audit committees).

Any Asian government should, therefore, rank the

reforms in order of priority and tailor them to the coun-

try’s needs. Ensuring that local laws and codes are con-

sistent with the OECD Principles of Corporate

Governance, promulgated by the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development, would be a

good start. Better to enforce basic reforms vigorously

than to adopt requirement that go unheeded.

Improving transparency

Without greater transparency, new laws and gover-

nance codes will do little to build investor confidence.

Disclosure requirements and auditing practices are

improving, however, China Malaysia, the Philippines,

Singapore and Thailand, among others, now require

quarterly reporting – though whether this will really

enhance corporate governance if the underlying num-

bers remain shaky is an open question. 

Just as important are the innovative solutions now

emerging to tackle the region’s unique disclosure

issues. In south Korea , for example, de facto control of

a company may be based on its identification with a

particular chaebol, or conglomerate, rather than on

equity ownership. In addition to the usual consolidated

financial statements, South Korea now requires the

largest conglomerates to issue ‘combined statements,

including all companies under their control, regardless

of whether they have a direct equity interest.

The independence of external auditors is being

boosted too. 

Soon, moreover, it will apply to banks in

Singapore, where external auditors of public compa-

nies also can no longer provide certain non-audit ser-

vices (for instance, bookkeeping and internal auditing)

to their existing audit clients.

Regulations with Bite

Although most are strengthening their accounting stan-

dards and adopting minimum Corporate Governance

rules, many lag in enforcement (see ‘Toothless Tigers).

Part of the problem is that business and political circles

are closely intertwined, and the mechanisms for man-

aging conflicts of interest are underdeveloped. In addi-

tional, the desire of government to promote short-term

economic growth makes them less willing to go after

large corporations to protect minority shareholders.

Some regulators lack strong investigative powers

and political will. Taiwan’s Securities and Futures

Commission, for example, has extremely limited pow-

ers to probe corporate transgressions and must largely

rely for that purpose on prosecutors and on the national

bureau of Investigation, both of which have limited

experience pursuing them. The securities and Futures

Commission of Hong Kong has been accused of failing

to pursue cases involving large, influential companies.

Thailand has seen several high-profile cases of corpo-

rate misconduct in which the party under investigation,

The China Securities Regulators Commission

(CSRC), now forces companies to rotate their

senior external auditors every five years.

Other places, including Hong Kong, India and

Thailand, are also exploring this.



despite strong evidence of culpability, eluded prosecu-

tion because law-enforcement authorities didn’t act.

Often, regulators don’t have large enough staffs or

budgets to conduct rigorous investigations. 

Most governments, however, are augmenting

their resources to monitor companies and enhancing

the authority of their regulators, some of which are

now getting tougher. In 2002, South Korea’s Securities

and Futures Commission took the unprecedented step

of punishing the local affiliate of a global accounting

firm for negligence by reducing the number of compa-

nies, it could serve as external auditor. In Hong Kong,

regulators and the police are cooperating to combat

financial crime. In China, the CSRC has shutdown

China Southern Securities, the country’s fifth largest

brokerage, in a continuing effort to improve corporate

governance and stamp out improprieties. 

At the top of the list of impediments are court-fil-

ing fees (which must be paid in advance) that are based

on the amount of the claims, a backlog of cases, ‘loser

pays’ rules, limited access to the defendant’s records in

non-criminal cases and a shortage of judges with expe-

rience in business litigation. 

The power of investors
In principle, investors and creditors could pressure

companies to comply with new governance require-

ments (see ‘the governance premium). In practice

most of the region’s investors, domestic and foreign

and are reluctant to get involved. 

They invest in a company if they believe that its

growth prospects and risk premium outweigh all other

factors and tend to sell their holdings rather than chal-

lenge management when governance problems arise.

And as a Bank of Korea official recently said, local

institutional investors largely bet on short-term price

movements instead of long-term growth prospects.

Investors must become more vocal in support of

reform and more willing to engage management.

Improved financial reporting and broader disclosure

will help. Also useful would be reforms making it eas-

ier for minority shareholders to vote by proxy, to nomi-

nate and elect directors and to raise questions annual

meetings. In hopes of promoting participation by

investors, China is thinking about allowing them to vote

online on major proposals to issue shares, for example. 

Meanwhile, some investors are actually doing

their bit to improve corporate governance. A number

of local Thai funds, asset-management firms, and lie

insurance companies that collectively manage $23 bil-

lion in assets, for instance, have formed the

Institutional Investor Alliance to promote better cor-

porate governance in Thailand. The Securities

Investors Association of Singapore works with com-

panies to nominate independent directors and hopes to

collaborate with fund managers to improve corporate

governance in the companies in which they invest.

Creditors, too, are playing a role: Kookmin Bank,

in South Korea, now rewards midsize Corporate bor-

rowers with lower interest rates for meeting specified

governance standards. Moreover, the region’s media is

becoming noticeably more willing to probe manage-

ment practices. In China, for instance, unprecedented

exposes of corporate malfeasance in the financial

magazine Caijing have earned it widespread praise.

Malaysia’s business weekly The Edge regularly fea-

tures corporate governance issues and warns its read-

ers about questionable conduct in local companies.

Embracing Change
Since corporate governance is a new concept in most

parts of Asia, raising awareness is vital to any reform

effort. Many directors, for example, are unaware of

their fiduciary obligations and view their directorships

as sinecures, without real responsibility. So the insti-

tutes of directors in Hong Kong, Singapore, South

Korea, and Thailand now offer seminars and training

programs for directors and officers. Region-wide

organizations, such as the Asian Corporate

Governance Association, have been formed to pro-

mote understanding and reforms. What’s more, sev-

eral regional groups, including CLSA, Emerging

Markets (a regional brokerage firm), Thai Rating and

Information Service and India’s ICRA, publicly rate

the governance practice of listed companies.
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A few places, including China and Thailand,

have introduced or are contemplating the

introduction of class action lawsuits or similar

measures to empower investors – an important

first step. But to achieve the intended objective,

it must become easier to bring lawsuits.



Some Asian companies themselves have

heartily embraced reform. India’s Infosys

Technologies discloses the extent of its compli-

ance with 10 corporate-governance codes, rec-

onciles its financial statements with eight

accounting standards (including the US and

UK generally accepted accounting principles),

and has a board with a majority of independent

directors as well as wholly independent audit,

nominations, and compensation committees. 

Exemplary companies can also be found in other

parts of Asia. CLP (Hong Kong)), POSCO (South

Korea), Public Bank (Malaysia), Siam Cement

(Thailand) and Singapore Telecommunications

(Singapore), to name a few, have been recognised by

publications and organisations for their good corpo-

rate governance practice.

More common, however, are companies that have

in place basic governance structures – such as boards

of reasonable size, with some independent directors –

but lag behind in their actual board governance. Many

boards that look good on paper follow the letter rather

than the spirit of reform: they have yet to fully embrace

such duties as looking after minority shareholders,

providing rigorous management over sight, and hold-

ing a two-way dialogue with investors. To move to the

next level, these boards must behave very differently

by asking management tough questions, actively help-

ing to set corporate strategy monitoring risk manage-

ment, contributing to CEO succession plans. And

ensuring that companies set and meet their financial

and operating performance targets. The new forms of

behaviour will undoubtedly take time to become

ingrained.  Some companies, hoping to speed up the

process, have recruited experienced foreign directors

to help overhaul board practices.

Corporate Governance has undoubtedly improved

in Asia. Some countries – Singapore in particular, have

made significant progress. The next step is to instill the

new behaviour, and that will take time. Many corpo-

rate leaders, investors and regulators in Asia articulate

the benefits of more effective corporate governance.

But they understand that enduring reform won’t be

achieved overnight and that in the short term, many

practical impediments and disincentives block the

necessary changes. ■
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INVITATION FOR CONTRIBUTING ARTICLES ON CORPORATE LAWS
To put the entire gamut of the corporate laws and related spheres of professional activities in perspective, we

have decided ‘Corporate Laws’ as the theme of the September, 2004 issue of The Chartered Accountant.

Experts in the field are invited to contribute articles broadly on the following lines or any other related aspect

of the theme:

● New vistas in corporate governance (Clause 49 and OECD principles)

● Compounding of offences

● Corporate Insolvency Law

● Role of regulatory authorities

● Governance of public and private companies in India

● Financial disclosure under Companies Act

● Disclosure requirements in public offer documents

The articles, not exceeding 3,500 words each, should reach us by 15th of August, 2004 along with passport

size photographs, e-mail addresses, postal addresses and contact numbers of the authors. The articles can be

sent to us by e-mail at ebsecretariat@icai.org and nadeem@icai.org or by post (two manuscripts along with a soft

copy) to:

The Editor

The Journal Section,  ICAI,  PO Box 7100, New Delhi- 110002


